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Big data causes big  
backup challenges

Growing information and its impact on the enterprise

Organizations worldwide are facing explosive information growth, which is impacting how IT 
departments choose to protect these increased volumes. In addition, the types of information 
being created is shifting from traditional database-driven work product (often referred to 
as “structured data”) to a more free-form style of content that includes documents, images, 
audio, video, and social media. These types of content typically exist outside the standard data 
center experience.

Sometimes referred to as “unstructured data,” this content is also known as “human 
information”, though many simply refer to this recent deluge of information as “big data.” 
Another technology advancement is the emergence of server virtualization, which has greatly 
accelerated the pace of computing, making it easier than ever to deploy a new application, 
messaging/collaboration server farm, or database. And in the world of the mobile workforce, 
important business data is highly disparate—it not only exists in server applications but on 
employee and personal devices.

As new information is created and handled within the enterprise, IT and its backup 
administrators and operators are faced with the challenge of protecting critical information 
assets at a much larger scale. Today’s information growth rates have IT organizations at their 
tipping points. They must “rethink” data protection and find the balance between serving 
the organization’s desire for big data, seeking more value from the information they create 
(through data mining and analysis), and the age old and essential requirement of protecting 
information from a disaster, corruption, or a logical or physical system failure.  
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Getting more value from big data 

The recent interest in harvesting value from big data is now rearing its head in the traditional 
data center operation, specifically, within the backup and recovery environment. This is a logical 
conclusion, as backup is the one location in every major organization’s data center where at 
least one copy of what is considered important is stored and cataloged for future protection 
and use. IT is not only being asked to “protect everything forever” (many IT organizations have 
been dealing with this issue for decades), but now there is a mandate to “protect everything 
from everywhere,” as we move into the era of big data management and the adoption of BYOD 
(bring your own device). 

Organizations that seek additional value from big data have to rethink how they approach the 
task of backup and recovery at scale. It is important to consider methods being leveraged today, 
choices of media currently in use, and the frequencies/intervals that are applied to protect 
information—and timing (in the case of data retention).   

More important than protecting massive amounts of data that presents itself daily/weekly/
monthly in the typical IT environment, is the consideration of what is required to restore larger 
operations.  It is one thing to protect everything from everywhere, but how will you restore 
huge volumes of data in a typical data center network, or over the SAN (storage area network) 
or LAN (local area network), or for remote offices via the WAN (wide area network)?

Meeting the demands of big data backup requires a retooling of the approach used for data 
capture. It also calls for the use of optimization technologies such as compression, data 
deduplication, deep infrastructure integration, and flexible methods for moving data efficiently 
through the network to expedite both backup and recovery.  Additionally, the topology of 
backup targets (where you backup to) must evolve from a traditional data-centric model to a 
more globally dispersed, on-premises, and cloud hybrid approach, to achieve higher scale and 
better data protection coverage.

Perspectives on backup

Individuals who work in IT know that there is a looming problem. The influx of information created 
from a variety of sources means new challenges such as meeting backup windows, storage 
requirements for increased growth, and the ability to guarantee application consistency at scale. 
These issues are the result of advancements in collaboration, mobile access methods and our 
insatiable appetite for information analytics—all key accelerators for the big data movement.
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Big Data backup methods

• File system agents

• Application-centric agents

• Hypervisor API integration

• Storage snapshot and replication integration

• File sharing (NDMP)
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Information is also beginning to look vastly different from the way it did decades ago. We now 
manage information on servers that are physical, virtual, and even cloud-based.  In addition, 
social media related content—specifically data about business from online reviews, customer 
support interactions, and the constant stream of “likes”—are all very useful to understand, 
but capturing this data and cataloging it increases our protection requirements tenfold. These 
changes require new ways of thinking about data protection, given the volume and diversity of 
information we need to protect.  

Traditional IT has grown up in a database-centric operating model, where data fits neatly into 
rows and columns.  This structured data requires distinct ways of managing and maintaining its 
footprint. With the advent of the Internet and new mechanisms to create and share data in real 
time—both inside and outside our corporate data centers—we are clearly seeing a shift in the 
demographics of the type of data our business users are creating.  The shift is moving toward 
unstructured data, or file-object-based information.   

For example, most customers are seeing a 60% or greater growth rate year over year in their 
unstructured data footprint.  To give this statistic some perspective, every 60 seconds there are 
98,000 new tweets on Twitter, 23,000 new apps downloaded from the app store, and 400,000 
web-based advertising requests appearing online.  

This barrage of information leads to the creation of data and begs the question: how do we 
intend to address the data protection of new data when we can’t keep up with the old data?  
New information access methods bring new challenges and require us to rethink our data 
protection approach.  The barrage of new information also drives new decisions that pertain to 
IT infrastructure needs, for instance, primary storage and backup and recovery.

In addition to its size, data is spread out—it is everywhere. To address the data management 
issue, most CIOs have the cloud as a key initiative on their business plan for 2012 and beyond.  
For many, it’s in their top five list of key areas of IT improvement. 

For many companies, mobility has emerged as a key business enabler. Today, over 80% of the 
Fortune 100 is deploying or planning to deploy tablet-based computing platforms.  Most key 
employees have already been operating as mobile users for years.  Sixty-seven percent of 
users leverage three or more devices to access corporate information, which provides more 
opportunity to create access and distribute business information.

As a result of these disruptive changes in the way we access and create information, new issues 
related to how we handle data protection and security have also surfaced such as the threat of 
data loss, viruses, and hacking with the use of laptops, smartphones, and tablets. 

Lastly, the typical IT organization is mandated to comply with very strict security regulations to 
ensure that the data accessed by these devices is protected.  This is in addition to the traditional 
needs of the IT enterprise, which relates to managing the growth of information within the 
corporate data center.  
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The pace is accelerating, the next era in IT 
is emerging

Every 60 seconds
• 98,000+ tweets

• 695,000 status 

updates

• 11 million instant 

messages

• 698,445 Google 

searches

• 168 million+ 

emails sent

• 1,820TB of data 

created

• 217 new mobile 

web users



“Over the next decade, the number of servers (virtual and 
physical) worldwide will grow by a factor of 10, the amount of 
information managed by enterprise datacenters will grow by a 
factor of 50, and the number of files the datacenter will have to 
deal with will grow by a factor of 75, at least. Meanwhile, the 
number of IT professionals in the world will grow by less than a 
factor of 1.5.”
—IDC

“While 75% of the information in the digital universe is 
generated by individuals, enterprises have some liability for 
80% of information in the digital universe at some point in its 
digital life.”
—IDC

“....Yes, we will need new technical solutions tied to storage, but 
we will surely need new solutions to manage our information; 
we will need to classify it by importance, know when to delete 
it, and predict which information we will need in a hurry.”
—IDC
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4 things you need to know about big data’s impact on 
backup and recovery

The net result is that organizations are experiencing a growing IT burden as a result of Big Data, 
and their data is potentially at risk. 

A few of the challenges faced in the modern enterprise include the following:

1. More data means more data to protect. More data in our data center (within 
applications, databases, file shares, and feeds from social media) requires tougher 
choices to be made regarding what we protect and when. This influx of new information 
into the data center requires organizations to rethink backup schedules, and data 
capture mechanisms used to capture and protect data—including file system/
application backup agents, storage array or hardware-assisted snapshots/replication, 
and hypervisor API integration for virtual servers.

2. More data stresses SLA compliance. The result of massive data growth makes it harder 
to stay within a defined backup window and meet data protection SLAs (for both traditional 
data protection and disaster recovery).  With more information to protect, disaster recovery 
becomes inherently more complex and IT organizations are required to be more selective 
about what to protect and when.

3. Remote office operations create unique challenges. Remote offices pose new 
challenges, as many organizations consolidate IT resources to a central data center 
operation, yet lack trained staff, or in some cases dedicated backup infrastructure, in 
the branch office. This leaves the organization relying on the network’s availability/
performance to transfer critical data.

4. Restoring data is an essential capability. While backup performance is always top 
of mind, it’s the restore that matters at the end of the day. Restoring information is the 
capability that keeps a business moving forward. For some, this could mean recovery of an 
entire data center, for others it may only require a select group of application servers, and at 
the very least a few select files.  

Addressing backup challenges in the era of big data

Big data clearly opens up new possibilities for leveraging information as an asset, while it also 
causes big backup challenges. Big data challenges is unavoidable, and has become such a 
strong force that it is causing IT groups to transform how they operate. 

How this challenge is managed could have a significant impact on the strategic and tactical 
performance of an organization. It’s essential that your backup/recovery solution can address 
the volume, complexity, and diversity of data that the big data challenge presents. 

Meeting the demands of big data backup require both retooling your approach to data capture 
and the use of optimization technologies. The topology of backup targets (where we backup 
to) must evolve from the typical data-centric model to a more globally dispersed, flexible 
deployment approach to achieve better scale and data protection coverage.

Unique to data protection is the fact that this solution is the only one spanning across all data 
types, applications, locations, and organizational departments. With HP Autonomy’s Data 
Protection solutions, your data is not only seamlessly protected, but available to be fully 
leveraged as a business asset—and not simply locked away.

HP Autonomy enables organizations to protect  
big data at scale

HP Autonomy’s Data Protection solutions enable organizations to put their information to 
work by gaining insight into critical data within the backup repository. Knowing what you are 
protecting and why, you can accelerate your business by reducing the volume through smart 
data reduction and deduplication technology. Our solutions help you to protect any data from 
virtually any source, across applications, and virtual and physical environments.
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Big data challenges

Cannot meet backup windows

More data, but the same amount of time  
for backup

Disaster recovery is complicated

Cost and management overhead of sending  
data offsite

Remote office backup is expensive and 
unreliable

Increasingly distributed organizations makes 
data protection more complicated, costly and 
unreliable

Restores take too long

Delays and complications in restoring data files 
frequently impact productivity

HP Data Protection Solution provides:

• Customers with more choice, flexibility and 
feature/function to achieve comprehensive data 
protection with maximum storage efficiency

• Comprehensive coverage & integration for critical 
data center environments (protecting tier 1 apps/
OS, virtualization, & storage infrastructure)

• A complete set of advanced capabilities for 
on-premise & cloud server backup, as well as 
endpoint data protection 

• Flexible deployment and pricing options (cloud, 
on-premise, virtual and a hybrid of any of the 
above)
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HP Autonomy’s Data Protection solutions provide an answer to the big data backup challenge 
and address on-premises data protection needs, for centralized data centers, remote offices, 
and in the cloud.  Our solutions also provide hardware and software options that can help you 
accelerate your backup/recovery process to meet new IT demands, allowing you to achieve 
faster backup and recovery times to meet your data protection SLAs.

HP Autonomy’s Data Protection solutions offer you a single approach to managing the big data 
backup challenge at scale. Together with HP Storage and HP Data Protector, you have best-
of-class protection delivered through a converged software and hardware data protection 
technology offering.

About HP Autonomy

HP Autonomy is a global leader in software that processes human information, or 
unstructured data, including social media, email, video, audio, text and web pages, etc. 
Autonomy’s powerful management and analytic tools for structured information together 
with its ability to extract meaning in real time from all forms of information, regardless of 
format, is a powerful tool for companies seeking to get the most out of their data. Autonomy’s 
product portfolio helps power companies through enterprise search analytics, business 
process management and OEM operations. Autonomy also offers information governance 
solutions in areas such as eDiscovery, content management and compliance, as well as 
marketing solutions that help companies grow revenue, such as web content management, 
online marketing optimization and rich media management.

Please visit autonomy.com to find out more.
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